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        Solution not requiring firmware

        Devices can be controlled directly without using local microcontrollers with firmware
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      An open-source hardware for everyone

      
      




       
      
         WHAT IS MLAB?
 MLAB is an open-source eletronic building kit for scientists and engineers.

      

      

        
          Open-Source

          MLAB is committed to transparency and collaboration. All of our documentation is publicly available, ensuring that everyone can access, learn from, and build upon our work. This open-source approach fosters an inclusive community of contributors and users.

          Modularity

          Our kit employs a modular design for simplicity and versatility. We break down complex systems into manageable modules, each containing only the necessary components to function within the larger system. Assembled on a sturdy base of aerial duralumin, these modules facilitate rapid development and enhancement of a wide range of devices.

        

        
          
        

        
          Universality

          With MLAB, the possibilities are extensive. Our construction kit allows for the building of a broad array of devices and instruments, from straightforward measuring tools to sophisticated devices used in scientific experiments. This versatility makes MLAB a valuable resource across numerous fields of study and application.

          Diversity

          MLAB construction kit contains components made by various manufacturers of sensors, microcontrollers or motor drivers. No specific manufacturer is preferred.
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              si4463
            
              mlab-rf
            

            
            ISM01

            
            The MLAB ISM01A is a high-performance wireless transceiver module based on the Si4463 chip. It operates on 433 or 868 MHz frequencies, ideal for robust, long-distance data transmission in applications like remote control, data links, and wireless sensor networks.
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            RFSWITCH01

            
            The RFSWITCH01 is an MLAB module featuring two PE4259 RF switches. Designed for radio transceivers with separate input and output, it provides MIMO 2x2 support and is typically equipped for 433MHz and 868MHz frequencies.
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            ISM RF module with LoRa  network capability
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            USB232R02

            
            Universal USB-UART converter ideal for prototyping high-quality devices. USB Full Speed/Full Handshake support.
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            USB device to IÂ²C master adapter with Linux kernel support
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            OLED01

            
            MLAB OLED display breakout. The module uses high-quality OLED display with high contrast and readability. It includes a level converter, reset circuit, LEDs, and a buzzer. Suitable for various electronics applications, where you need to show something.
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            High-accuracy barometric pressure and temperature sensing module with MS561101BA03. 
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            Four channel analog multiplexer with single-sided output
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            Fast analog comparator module
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            LIGHTNING01

            
            Lightning sensor module based on AS3935 Franklin Lightning Sensor IO. Sensor can be connected via I2C or SPI bus.
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              cpld-fpga
            

            
            S3AN01

            
            Xilinx Spartan 3 XC3S50AN FPGA School Board
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            CLKGEN01

            
             Single output I2C programmable clock generator. 
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            DRV10987V01

            
            MLAB DRV10987V01 sensorless operation driver of BLDC and PMSM motors based on DRV10987 controller from TexasInstruments.
            

          


        
      

    
      


      



    

  



      
      


      

      
        Cooperation

        There are always opportunities for improvement and invention. We're constantly seeking enthusiastic individuals to contribute to our development.

        

        
          

Do you have a module you'd like to share?

Although MLAB operates on an open-source concept, a new module cannot be added without adhering to our convention. Therefore, it's wise to read up on how to design a good MLAB module.
            
          

        



        
          
          

          

Are you interested in contributing but lacking ideas?

We have an abundance of ideas and are ready to share them. You can simply choose from our repository on our  wiki.
            
          

        



        
          

Unsure about module development?

There's no shame in that - don't hesitate to contact us. We'll aim to find a shared objective. The only real mistake would be not to try at all.

          

        

      


      
        
        
        
          

          
            Links

             GitHub

            
Gitter

            
 Facebook

            
YouTube

            


          

          

            MLAB mailing list

            
 mlab-users@googlegroups.com
            E-mail contact

            
info@mlab.cz
          

          
      

    


  










